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ABSTRACT 
Smart video content selection and recording is the best selling 
feature of the current personal TV receivers like TiVo. These 
devices operate at the ' IV program level in that they use 
electronic program guides and user's program personal 
preferences to help consumers record and watch programs that 
match their interests. In this Video Scouting demonstration, we 
present a system that allows for the filtering and retrieving of TV 
sub-programs based on user's content preferences. The filtering 
process is realized via real-time video, audio, and transcript 
analysis. The demonstrator personalizes the TV experience in the 
areas of celebrity and financial information. The technology can 
translate into differentiating storage and set-top box product 
features for finding your favorite actors, most interesting 
personalized financial news of the day, commercial compaction 
and enhancement, and content augmentation with other sources 
of information such as Web pages and encyclopedia. The 
demonstrator also reflects our active involvement in the MPEG-7 
standard (Content Description Interface). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Home entertainment is bound to change due to the introduction 
of personal TV receivers [1][2] in hard disc recorders. Currently, 
these devices offer personalization at the TV program level 
mainly using electronic program guides (EPG). The EPG uses 
the generic form of metadata consisting of program name, cast, 
direction, etc. However, audio and visual information can be 
described in terms of its contents, this at different levels of 
granularity and levels of abstraction. Therefore audio and video 
content has potentially higher levels of semantic interpretation 
that can be exploited by more advanced content analysis methods 
that operates at the TV program segment level, specially when 
integrated with textual, e.g., close captioning (CC~ infnrm~t;~- 
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This would allow consumers to access recorded programs or their 
segments more effectively. For example, multiple interviews in a 
TV talk show are automatically separated and guests are 
identified. In the financial area, segments that are related to the 
investment portfolio of the user are selected (e.g. "IPO," "market 
capitalization," "Philips," "IBM," "Oracle" etc.). The identified 
segments matching the viewer's interests can then he presented. 

In this demonstration, we present an architecture for content- 
based video analysis, filtering, and retrieval. Video Scouting 
personalizes the TV experience at the program segment level, 
which is a level deeper than program level selection using only 
EPG. This is broadly shown in Figure 1. 

In Figure 1, there are two inputs to the Video Scouting system: 
the video stream and the EPG/personal profile. The video stream 
is demuxed. The resulting audio, video (visual) and CC (textual) 
stream and the user preferences are input to the TV Program 
Content Selection module. This module is explained next. 

2. TV CONTENT SELECTION : MULTI- 
MODAL CONTENT ANALYSIS 
The TV Program Content Selection module consists of the 
following layers: (i) feature extraction, (ii) tools, (iii) semantic 
processes, and (iv) user applications. The f ea ture  extract ion 
layer performs the segmentation of low-level content from the 
audio, visual, and textual domain. For example, in the audio 
domain we have the cepstral coefficients, in the video domain we 
have color, shape, and edges, and in the textual domain we have 
words. At the tools layer, we have extraction of intermediate- 
level content. For example, in the audio domain we have audio 
categories, e.g., speech, music, silence, in the video domain we 
have scene cuts, color histograms, visual text, or (detected) faces, 
and finally in the textual domain we have keywords. In the next 
layer - the semantic process ing  layer -- information across 
different domains is integrated. For example, TV commercials 
are segmented based on audio, scene cut rates or CC information. 
Also, TV program segments are generated. The top l a y e r -  the 
user  applicat ion layer - generates a final segmentation of 
specific TV programs by combining the program segments 
obtained at the previous layer into a single unit that unifies them 
according the user's profile specifications. 
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Each of these layers contains a set of elements describing 
operations on multimedia information. These elements have 
probabilistic variables associated with them. Taken together, this 
processing is abstracted by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for 
which the nodes represent the individual elements in each layer 
and the directed arrows represent conditional probabilities. In 
this demo, the user application layer deals with the 
representation of two topics: (i) financial, and (ii) celebrities. 
One of the outputs of this top layer is a probability of occurrence 
of a specific topic given all dependent information. Initially the 
multimedia information is processed at the frame level for layers 
(i) and (ii). At layer (iii) the information is processed at the 
program segment level. This means that in going from layers (i) 
and (ii) to layer (iii) all the related multi-modal information is 
integrated and indexed. 

The system runs on a PC-based platform with a Philips Tri- 
Media multimedia processing board. The input is MPEG-2 
video. The extraction of visual features is performed on Tri- 
Media while audio and textual processing are performed on the 
PC. 

3. RETRIEVAL 
For the consumer, the experience is delivered through a simple 
user interface called the "raindrop model" that removes the 
difference between live TV and stored content (see Figure 2.) 
The users will be given the power to design their own "magnets" 
for desirable or undesirable content. The search power tools 
include "money seeker" and "celebrity seeker". 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
The applications "inside" the box include personal video content 
selection and recording, searchable TV, live alerts, commercial 
detection and enhancement, content augmentation [3], parental 
control, personalized news retrieval [1], video editing, and 
content manipulation. 

5. SUMMARY 
In this demonstration we present an integrated system for 
audio, visual, and transcript analysis of video content. The 
function is to provide personalized content selection and 
recording for TV programs at the subprogram level. 
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Figure 1. Overall Video Scouting system elements. Figure 2. Screen dump of the video scouting system. 
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